
When Goldilocks is dead...

GILLIAN'S JUST RIGHT
When a young woman learns she may the next to die in a series of “grizzly” murders,
she uses herself as bait to lure and kill the shape-shifter terrorizing her town. From the creator of “Truckstop Bloodsuckers” comes GILLIAN'S JUST RIGHT, a horror/thrillerthat modernizes characters from the Grimm's fairy tales to spin a cautionary tale about violence against women. GILLIAN RIDER (aka, Little Red Riding Hood) is a young woman with ambitions of leaving her secluded mountain town, but her plans are soon overshadowed by tragedy when a friend's mutilated body is discovered in the woods. Labelled as a rare “bear attack,” suspicions brew as more victims are discovered with no sign of the animal responsible.As Gillian's father, Detective JOHN RIDER (aka, The Hunter), leads the investigation, Gillian learns of  the  dark myths  circulating around her  hometown;  of  an immortal  Berserker  Warrior  that  shape-shifts into animal form and lusts for the blood of women. Stolen evidence from her father's  case suggests that the old legend may be true, and as more women die around her Gillian realizes  she could be next. Unwilling to accept her fate as a victim, Gillian uses herself as bait to lure the  man – or beast – that is responsible for the killings.  In Gillian’s Just Right, the hunted becomes the hunter.In the vein of Carrie, Gingersnaps and Nightmare on Elm Street, Gillian’s Just Right is a classic  horror that deals with larger social issues, particularly violence against women and the pervasive ‘culture of fear’ that tells women that they are responsible for their own harm.
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       Gillian’s Just Right is a project created by Hive Productions.
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